Bright Sky
Bright Sky Disclaimer
Bright Sky is a free to download mobile tool designed to be used by those experiencing domestic abuse or
those concerned about someone they know. It may also be used in educational settings for those wishing to
learn more about the warning signs, effects of and statistics surrounding domestic abuse.
The questionnaires within the app are designed to give users an indication of the likelihood that they are in an
abusive relationship. However, this should not be taken as the only indication of the health of any relationship.
It is likely that if you are taking the ‘Am I at Risk?’ questionnaire, you have identiied some aspects of your
relationship which indicate you may be being abused. If you are unsure, we always advise you to contact your
nearest advocacy service, which can be found using the Bright Sky app.
Additionally, if you are taking the ‘Family or Friend at Risk?’ questionnaire, it is important to note that the
result is not deinitive and if you have any concern that your friend or family member is at risk, we recommend
offering them support. You can ind advice on this in the ‘How Can I Help?’ section of the app.

Please Note:
* If you ever feel in immediate danger, contact 999 immediately.
* For your safety, we advise you to only download the app onto a device which you feel safe using and which
only you have access to.
* Only take the questionnaires in a private place, preferably on your own so that nobody is able to inluence
the outcome.
* Before using the app’s Journal feature, make sure that you have an email address which is secure and that
nobody else has access to. If you need to, you can make a new one.
Using the Contact tool:
For conidentiality purposes, the addresses given in the app’s advocate directory are those of the local
authority, not the advocate organisations themselves. You are able to contact advocates via telephone.

Bright Sky Privacy Policy
Last updated: August 2016
Welcome to Hestia’s mobile application: Bright Sky.
We invite you to read this privacy policy, which describes to you our privacy and security practices. We want
you to understand when and how your data is handled by us and the app developer Newton Enterprise
Consulting through your use of the Bright Sky app.
This policy is effective as of May 2016. Any updates or changes to the privacy policy will be made clear in this
privacy policy section of the Bright Sky app.
You can ind out more about Hestia at www.hestia.org

Information Collection And Use
While using the Bright Sky app, you may be asked you to provide personal information. This will include:
* Email address
* Postcode
Your email address and/or postcode will NOT be saved or used by Newton Enterprise Consulting or Hestia.
Upon deleting the app, no information will be stored by Newton Enterprise Consulting or Hestia.

Location Services
Unless you disable the geo-location ability of the application or your mobile phone or tablet, Bright Sky will track
your location. Your location will only be tracked when you are using the app when you have GPS on your phone is
enabled.
This information will be used to show you your closest independent advocacy services.

Log Data
We do not keep any personal data from users. Bright Sky keeps track of statistical information such as the
number of downloads per month. The data which Newton Enterprise Consulting is able to monitor is the number
of users who have:
* Opened the application
* Called an Advocate using the Contact tool
* Called Emergency
* Taken one of the Assessments
* Sent Video content using the Journal
* Sent Voice content using the Journal
* Sent Photo content using the Journal

* Sent Text content using the Journal
* Searched Locations using the Contact tool
* Called National Resource
* Searched by Boroughs using the Contact tool
* Search by Postal Code using the contact tool
* Searched by Current Location using the Contact
tool

NONE of the data you enter into the app, including your email address, any postcodes, any text, photo, video or
audio content or any answers given to questionnaires, will be saved by Newton Enterprise Consulting or Hestia.

Journal Entries
Any information entered when using the Journal feature of the app will not be saved onto your device. The
text, image, video or audio content will be sent to your chosen email address, and will not be shared or saved
anywhere else.

Other Websites
The Bright Sky app contains links to external websites, including hestia.org. Please note that when you click on
one of these links, you are entering a website which may have a differing policy to this one. We encourage you to
read the privacy statements on all such sites.

Those Under The Age Of 13
Some areas of content of Bright Sky could cause distress for children under 13.

Further information
If you have any questions about this privacy policy,
please contact us at: info@hestia.org
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